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Applicants are advised to make their own enquires in respect of all rates payable to local authorities and taxes. We recommend you see www.voa.gov.uk for further information. None of the systems or

services in the property have been tested by us to check they are in working order. Interested parties may wish to make their own investigations. All other information provided is for guide purposes and

cannot be relied upon.

Leeke Street is situated in the heart of Kings Cross, an area which

has undergone huge regeneration in recent years. The nearby

redevelopment undertaken by Central St Martins Art and Design

School in Granary Square initiated the birth of Kings Cross as a

destination for creative individuals. Leeke Street is a two minute

walk from Kings Cross Station and St Pancreas International

offering excellent local, national and international connectivity. The

rebirth of Kings Cross has attracted high profile occupiers which

include Google, YouTube, Guardian Media Group, WeWork,

Facebook, numerous galleries and architects.

The property is a self-contained building that was comprehensively

refurbished to a high specification 13 years ago and subsequently

occupied by MUJI as their European HQ. Attracting plenty of

natural light the property has additional features that include

comfort cooling, high ceilings, and a fully accessible raised floor.

There is a modern entrance, disabled access and numerous WC

facilities. On the second floor there is a spacious roof terrace with

an adjoining annexe that provides a break-out area. Given the

specification of the property within such an exclusive location it

represents limited stock and will receive plenty of interest.

Occupation is from April 2018.

2nd Floor 208 19.32

1st Floor 1,590 147.72

Ground Floor 2,473 220.74

*Measurement in terms of *NIA
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Monmouth Dean LLP for themselves and for the lessors or vendors of their property whose agents they are, give notice that: (i) These particulars are set out as a general outline

only, for the guidance of intended purchasers or lessees, and do not constitute, nor constitute part of, any other offer of contract. (ii) All descriptions, dimensions, references to

condition and necessary permission of use and occupation, and other details are given without responsibility, and any intending purchasers and tenants should not rely on them as

statements or representative of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. (iii) No person in the employment of Monmouth

Dean LLP has any authority to make give any representation or warranty whatever in relation to this property. (iv) Unless otherwise stated all rents and prices quoted are exclusive of

VAT which may be payable in addition. Subject to contract.

020 7025 1390 020 7025 8945

jhanley@monmouthdean.com gmason@monmouthdean.com

Tenure: Leasehold

Lease:
A new FRI lease to be agreed direct from

the Landlord for 5-10 years.

Rent:
£292,563 per annum exclusive i.e. £68.50

psf overall

Rates: Estimated at £17.66 psf pa (2018/2019)

Service Charge: N/A i.e. Self-Contained

EPC Rating: TBC
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